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Question:
Why don't some webpages with short domain names like for example "ya.ru" open when using WSA in
transparent mode with authentication turned on along with 'cookie' surrogates?
Environment:
• WSA with authentication enabled, cookie being used as surrogate type in either transparent or
forward mode with authentication or credential encryption enabled.
• Browsers IE6 or IE7
• Short (two−letter) domain name of destination. (Examples www.ya.ru, www.cn.ca)
Symptoms: IE displays error page when browsing to page. Disabling authentication fixes this.
Note: This Knowledge Base article references software which is not maintained or supported by Cisco. The
information is provided as a courtesy for your convenience. For further assistance, please contact the software
vendor.

IE6 and IE7 does not allow setting cookies for two−letter domain names as this could be a security risk,
because some Top Level Domains (TLDs) require an additional two−letter subdomain for any domain by
default and setting −2−letter cookies would mean that the cookie would be shared across any of those sites,
posing a security risk.
One example would be the domain: example.co.uk.
• If one was to set a cookie for co.uk, it's contents would be sent to any of UK's commercial websites.
This is an IE issue and there is nothing the WSA can do about it, because the cookie is necessary for
transparent authentication, especially with cookie surrogates. There is a registry key setting for IE6 to change
this behavior. The article below documents information about the registry setting:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/310676

The workaround is to exempt authentication for the concerned two−letter domain name sites (See Article How
to exempt authentication for certain sites).

Alternatively, you can specify the below regular expressions in the "Auth Exempt" custom URL category to
achieve the same effect for all two letter domains :
• //([a−zA−Z0−9][a−zA−Z0−9])\.[a−zA−Z]+
• \.([a−zA−Z0−9][a−zA−Z0−9])\.[a−zA−Z]+
Additional References:
Firefox 3: Firefox 3 uses a static list of domains from which cookie should not be accepted. The current list is
available here:
http://mxr.mozilla.org/firefox/source/netwerk/dns/src/effective_tld_names.dat

Internet Explorer:
http://therealcrisp.xs4all.nl/blog/2007/02/12/ie−and−2−letter−domain−names/
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